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Indirect measurement of the 15N(p,a)12C reaction cross section
through the THM
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Among the reactions of the stellar CNO cycle, the 15N(p, a)12C plays a crucial role. In partic-
ular its reaction rate is important for understanding the CNOI escape towards CNOII. Thus it.
is important to study its bare nucleus cross section at the energies typical of such astrophysical
environments, i.e. few tens of keV. At these energies such a measurement is hard to perform in
a direct way because of the electron screening effect as pointed out for several cases [1].
A possibility is then given by indirect methods and in particular the Trojan Horse Method
(THM) [2-5] has been applied in this case. The preliminary validity test for the study of
15N(p,a)12C via the l5N(d, a12C)n three body reaction is reported in this work. A 15N beam
was provided by the cyclotron at Texas A&M University with energy 60 MeV/c and delivered
onto a CD2 target. A AE/E telescope (PSD + ionization chamber) and a pair of PSD's were
mounted in a coplanar geometry. Coincidences between the detectors were considered and the
15N-p quasi-free contribution to the overall three-body cross-section was selected. Data analysis
and preliminary results will be discussed and compared with direct data [6].
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